
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Boulder Dam Dedication Speech, Sept. 30, 1935

Senator Pittman, Secretary Ickes, Governors of the Colorado's States, and you especially who have

built Boulder Dam:

This morning I came, I saw and I was conquered, as everyone would be who sees for the

first time this great feat of mankind.

Ten years ago the place where we are gathered was an unpeopled, forbidding desert. In the

bottom of a gloomy canyon, whose precipitous walls rose to a height of more than a thousand

feet, flowed a turbulent, dangerous river. The mountains on either side of the canyon were

difficult of access with neither road nor trail, and their rocks were protected by neither trees nor

grass from the blazing heat of the sun. The site of Boulder City was a cactus-covered waste.

The transformation wrought here in these years is a twentieth-century marvel.

We are here to celebrate the completion of the greatest dam in the world, rising 726 feet

above the bed-rock of the river and altering the geography of a whole region; we are here to see

the creation of the largest artificial lake in the world—115 miles long, holding enough water, for

example, to cover the State of Connecticut to a depth of ten feet; and we are here to see

nearing completion a power house which will contain the largest generators and turbines yet

installed in this country, machinery that can continuously supply nearly two million horsepower

of electric energy….

Beautiful and great as this structure is, it must also be considered in its relationship to the

agricultural and industrial development and in its contribution to the health and comfort of the

people of America who live in the Southwest….



Across the San Jacinto Mountains southwest of Boulder Dam, the cities of Southern

California are constructing an aqueduct to cost $220,000,000, which they have raised, for the

purpose of carrying the regulated waters of the Colorado River to the Pacific Coast 259 miles

away.

Across the desert and mountains to the west and south run great electric transmission lines

by which factory motors, street and household lights and irrigation pumps will be operated in

Southern Arizona and California. Part of this power will be used in pumping the water through

the aqueduct to supplement the domestic supplies of Los Angeles and surrounding cities.

Navigation of the river from Boulder Dam to the Grand Canyon has been made possible, a

115-mile stretch that has been traversed less than half a dozen times in history. An immense

new park has been created for the enjoyment of all our people.

At what cost was this done? Boulder Dam and the power houses together cost a total of

$108,000,000, all of which will be repaid with interest in fifty years under the contracts for sale of

the power. Under these contracts, already completed, not only will the cost be repaid, but the

way is opened for the provision of needed light and power to the consumer at reduced rates. In

the expenditure of the price of Boulder Dam during the depression years work was provided for

4,000 men, most of them heads of families, and many thousands more were enabled to earn a

livelihood through manufacture of materials and machinery.

And this picture is true on different scales in regard to the thousands of projects undertaken

by the Federal Government, by the States and by the counties and municipalities in recent

years. …

To employ workers and materials when private employment has failed is to translate into

great national possessions the energy that otherwise would be wasted. Boulder Dam is a



splendid symbol of that principle. The mighty waters of the Colorado were running unused to the

sea. Today we translate them into a great national possession…

The people of the United States are proud of Boulder Dam. With the exception of the few

who are narrow visioned, people everywhere on the Atlantic Seaboard, people in the Middle

West and the Northwest, people in the South, must surely recognize that the national benefits

which will be derived from the completion of this project will make themselves felt in every one

of the fortyeight States. They know that poverty or distress in a community two thousand miles

away may affect them, and equally that prosperity and higher standards of living across a whole

continent will help them back home.

Today marks the official completion and dedication of Boulder Dam, the first of four great

Government regional units. This is an engineering victory of the first order—another great

achievement of American resourcefulness, American skill and determination.

That is why I have the right once more to congratulate you who have built Boulder Dam and

on behalf of the Nation to say to you, "Well done.”


